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The Business Intelligence Improvement Cycle
Gartner, an information technology research firm, coined the term “business intelligence” during
the 1990s. Business intelligence (BI) generally refers to the process of transforming the raw data
companies collect from their various operations into usable information. Since data in its raw form
is of fairly limited use, companies are increasingly electing to use business intelligence software to
realize their data’s full potential. BI software comprises specialized computer programs that allow
an enterprise to easily aggregate, manipulate, and display data as actionable information, or
information that can be acted upon in making informed decisions.
For example, let’s consider the data collected at a supermarket. Tens of thousands, or even
hundreds of thousands, of transactions are recorded at the checkout counter every day. Looking at
this transactional data in its raw form, one could glean basic information such as which item was
sold, when it was sold, and how much it was sold for. However, by implementing BI software, the
supermarket can turn that raw product data into information and use that information to gain more
profound insight into their business. In addition to determining how many containers of milk were
sold on any given day, the supermarket can determine bigger-picture insight such as how discounts
and promotions impact sales trends, which items are selling best in each department, and which of
their store locations is best at selling a specific product line.
Armed with this knowledge the supermarket’s management can better plan for the future. By
tracking buying trends of the customers, the purchasing department knows which products to
stock up on. Moreover, management can obtain such information as products that are commonly
purchased together, like hotdogs and mustard, so that they can better position them on the
shelves, thereby increasing revenue. Promotions that do well in impacting sales in a test location
can be replicated across the chain in order to boost sales and profitability.
By providing this type of window into vital information, BI enables companies to improve the way
they do business. Companies are empowered with the ability to offer products and services at the
lowest possible cost and with the greatest amount of efficiency and productivity possible – while
returning the highest revenues and profits. Companies implement BI effectively through a fourphase business intelligence improvement cycle (BIIC).
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The Four Linked Components
A healthy BI strategy should be viewed as the sum of four major components that fit together in
a constant cycle. These four components are Measure, Analyze, Plan, and Improve.

Measure
The measure phase is by far the most widely deployed and far-reaching component of business
intelligence. Think of the process of establishing a BIIC as blowing up a long, thin balloon. As
you inflate the balloon, the part closest to your mouth expands first, then that expansion
extends down the length of the balloon. If you wrote the words measure, analyze, plan, and
improve down the length of the balloon starting at the end you blow into, the measure section
of the balloon would expand first before you see the analyze, plan, or improve sections. Try to
blow up any section of the balloon before the measure section and you will find it impossible.
The same goes for the BIIC.
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In the measure phase, companies report the current and historical status of key metrics used to
manage their business. These measures tell a company the “what,” i.e., “What is the status or
health of my business?” Although most companies know which fundamental indicators to
measure, such as sales or profit, it is not necessarily easy for them to obtain and distribute the
status of these measures to the individuals throughout their organization. By employing an
effective BI solution, an organization can successfully distribute this information to all the
people who affect business inside and outside the enterprise. And through a BI application, an
organization can uncover new ratios and metrics that provide even deeper insight and that
could potentially modify or enhance what is currently measured. Today, reporting and
information delivery software used widely by IT departments provides the bulk of the
functionality in this initial phase of the BIIC.
During implementation of the measure stage, a stabilization of the company’s overall BI
infrastructure occurs. People viewing measures can determine inconsistencies with the
aggregated measures and what is generally expected. This helps to uncover glitches in the
collection processes. Determining problems with data collection and connecting them is a
necessary evolution that takes place during the measurement stage. Without this weeding out
of collection problems, companies cannot successfully move into the latter stages of the cycle
because to base analysis and planning on a suspect measurement system makes no sense.

Analyze
During the second phase in the BIIC, analysts review and measure the data in new and different
ways to see whether they can uncover hidden relationships that will help them answer “why,”
i.e., “Why is this occurring?” In the evolution of BI, several tools have emerged that simplify the
analytical process. We will discuss ad hoc query, ad hoc reporting, online analytical processing
(OLAP), and advanced data visualization tools in further detail later on.

Plan
After determining some of the reasons why things occur in the analyze phase, companies then try
to determine the effects on outcomes should they implement changes. This is when the third part
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of the cycle, the plan phase, begins. In this phase, companies use tools to play “what if” games
with their data, i.e., varying scenarios that target the process changes they may need to make to
help steer the company in the right direction. Software for this segment of the BIIC has been
categorized as planning, budgeting, and forecasting. Using these kinds of tools, you can perform
scenarios such as “expected measures from the budgeting process” and then combine them with
historical measures and forecasting algorithms to determine potential future outcomes. You can
then vary your inputs to see how different courses of action might affect these outcomes.
During the plan phase, for example, management may determine that, based on expected
operating expenses, profits will be down in the next quarter. Using planning software, they can
determine how much more they would need to sell to realize the same profits as last quarter.
Or, they may try to see how an increase in price for certain items would affect their bottom line if
the same number of items were sold. Such a planning application enables a company to
determine what steps they will need to take to keep the company on a strategic course toward
meeting its goals.

Improve
The plan phase logically progresses into the fourth stage of the BIIC, called improve or the “how”
phase. In this stage, key players within the company discuss outcomes and potential solutions to
the problems they have uncovered in the previous stages and then make decisions regarding
how to improve them, such as what they can do to positively affect their bottom line. This is
where collaboration as part of BI becomes crucial. During review, individuals can annotate and
comment on reports and analysis that have resulted from the other stages, or even vote on a
course of action. Collaboration functionality within BI simplifies and documents this whole
process so each comment, vote, or opinion can be weighed in the final decision. As a result of
the improve phase, new areas or dimensions of measure may be added to the upcoming
measure phase in order to track the progress of decisions made during the previous cycle.
In this way, a company’s BIIC is a process of perpetual improvement that keeps inching the
company toward perfection. Once the cycle begins, it is hard to stop it and once you see its
effect, you’ll wonder how you could have lived without it.
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Reasons for Failure
There is no doubt that a BIIC should exist in every organization, but many factors can prevent its
becoming a fixed part of a company’s culture. These factors generally boil down to a lack of
understanding of how people work and a lack of experience with BI software and its best practices.
It is imperative to remove these roadblocks to build momentum and get the cycle moving.
Here are some of the more significant reasons why the BIIC is not effectively established within
an organization:
■

Users’ skills and desires are misinterpreted

■

An emphasis is put on the wrong stage of the cycle

■

No information self-sufficiency

■

A culture of measurement is not established

■

Disparate tactical BI solutions gain footholds

Let’s look at each of these roadblocks to see how they impede the BIIC’s evolution.

Users’ Skills and Desires Are Misinterpreted
There are four categories of information workers: nontechnical business users, business
analysts (somewhat technical business users), power users (very technical business users), and
IT developers, who create information for users in the other three categories. IT developers
typically are not business-oriented. That is, their jobs are not part of the day-to-day business
process of the company or organization. Instead, they use technology to enable or enhance the
business processes and functions performed by other information workers.
In most organizations, nontechnical business users make up 80 to 90 percent of all information
workers, while analysts and power users make up the remaining 10 to 15 percent. Yet, surprisingly,
many organizations put an emphasis on the minority – analysts and power users – when choosing
BI tools. They fall into the trap of seeking sophisticated analytical features and functions that
satisfy the few, as opposed to a tool set that will allow them to share information easily with the
entire user base. Far from increasing knowledge, this feature overload actually serves to restrict
information flow by preventing the majority of users from using the tools and becoming part of the
information culture. (As discussed earlier, with so few people involved, it is difficult for stable
measurements to be generated and input to the analysis stage becomes suspect.)
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An Emphasis Is Placed on the Wrong Stage
There is a logical connection between the four stages of the business intelligence improvement
cycle discussed earlier and the three categories of business users. Typically everyone in the
organization will be involved in the measurement stage of the BIIC. That is, every business user
has critical measures they need to know and understand to perform their jobs effectively.
However, just as companies incorrectly emphasize the needs of the analyst and power user over
the nontechnical business user, they also tend to prematurely jump to the latter stages of the
business intelligence cycle. The three latter stages of the BIIC are dependent on measurement,
as we described using the balloon analogy, but very often an organization will immerse itself in
over-zealous efforts to analyze, plan, and improve itself before establishing a working,
functional, culturally accepted measurement foundation.
Once again, we look to the supermarket model. If management does not lay the groundwork for
a healthy and holistic measurement process, they will ultimately work in a vacuum. For example,
if management views a list of milk orders, they may see that those orders are placed on Friday
of every week. However, if the frontline people, i.e., the dairy managers, were participating in
the measurement process, they would inform management that milk is in fact ordered every day
but only entered into the system on the last day of the week. These types of data collection
mistakes can proliferate throughout an organization, skewing the measurement process.

No Information Self-Sufficiency
A common pitfall when setting the BIIC in motion is that the IT department is relied on as the
sole information-producing group in an organization, even though they are not the only group
capable of generating information. Although advanced users have access to the tools and, thus,
the information, they often do not share this information with the nontechnical users. This
causes an imbalance that leads to a heavier burden on IT because as more and more
information consumers need information, more and more requests are made of IT. Moreover, IT
often does not understand the nature of the business questions that information consumers are
looking to answer, so they often don’t produce the correct response or the entire response.
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If advanced users played a more active role, they would accomplish two things:
■

Less dependency on IT, freeing up the department for more projects and increasing
productivity

■

Better and bigger-picture answers from people who have a sound understanding of from
where the questions are coming

A Culture of Measurement Is Not Established
If executives are the only people who care about measurement and the improvement of those
measurements’ outcomes, the motivation to improve will not be established among the ranks of
workers who have the capability to make the necessary changes. The implementation of BI
software should ultimately improve the way that all people work and, therefore, the
communication of the results must permeate the organization from staff worker to executive.
For example, a very common measure in any public company is “revenue per employee,” but
what good is this measure if every employee is not aware of this number or does not know that
they can affect the number by working hard and not being wasteful?
The problem with many organizations is that measures like these are seen as proprietary and
are not shared within the organization. Employees are never informed of the company’s
strategy, how achievement of the goals related to the strategy will be measured, and how those
measures are affected by each employee in the organization as they perform their job. Constant
reminders of these measures should be distributed via e-mail and other channels so
measurement becomes an integral part of enterprise culture.
Let’s look at an example: Ford Motor Company has a warranty report that indicates specific
information about claims and service provided at each of the Ford dealerships. For many years,
this report was viewed by a few back-office analysts who in turn shared the results with
executives. To start the BIIC, Ford needed to make the report widely available to dealerships and
suppliers. Once the report was distributed daily to dealerships and suppliers and around Ford
Corporate, it changed the way people worked. Dealerships were able to compare themselves
against other dealerships in warranty service. Not being the worst in service and striving to be
the best became the norm. Ford Corporate was able to identify when a dealership needed
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additional training on cars that were brought in for the same service multiple times. Suppliers
became more accountable for faulty parts. One employee noted that by using the report
appropriately they could identify potential fraud in service. That one report saves Ford several
million dollars per year, all realized simply by broadly distributing it to the people who could
affect change.

Disparate Tactical Business Intelligence Solutions Gain Footholds
Many organizations purchase BI tools without a clear strategic plan for using them to affect
change within the organization. In fact, most BI software purchases occur for tactical reasons,
e.g., “the boss wants this report.” Often a purchase will result from one or more executives
saying, “We should know that.” Or the driving force could be government regulations that
require accurate financial reporting. Whatever the catalyst, tactical reasons that are driven from
an individual business unit’s needs often result in disconnected reporting applications that can
never fulfill the true promise of BI. A few key reports may be created and communicated to a
few key executives, but a complete cycle is never created and therefore only part of the
organization is in the know.
Another drawback to these tactical deployments is that there is never just one. Disparate,
disconnected BI projects pop up all over the enterprise and each project may be completed with a
different set of BI software. Common knowledge of a single set of tools that can be shared within
the enterprise is never developed. Reports from different units return different results – multiple
isolated versions of the truth – that are not shared. Another tangential drawback is that software
maintenance bills rise as each unit pays the highest possible maintenance for their “limited use” BI
application. So at a higher cost for BI, limited productivity gains are realized.
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Rules for Success
Now that we understand the BIIC and the common reasons why improvement does not occur in
many organizations, let’s take a look at some simple rules you can follow to increase your
chances of success in establishing a culture of measurement.

Rule #1: Understand the Users
Typically consumers of information in an organization are analogous to drivers of cars. Imagine:
■

Nontechnical business users as the drivers

■

IT programmers or developers as the mechanics at the service station

■

Business analysts as drivers capable of moderate maintenance such as rotating the tires,
changing the oil, or checking the fluids

■

Power users as drivers capable of heavy maintenance on their own cars

Nontechnical business users, the largest group, are not necessarily computer-savvy and don’t
want to work to get information. Reports can be delivered to them automatically for viewing, or
they can select and retrieve reports through a simple interface. This is similar to the way an
ordinary driver wants to simply get from point A to point B. At the first sign of car trouble, a
driver will go to a mechanic. In a similar fashion, the nontechnical business user will go to the IT
department if they need newer or different information. Like the IT programmer, the mechanic is
very technical. He knows how to keep cars running smoothly but doesn’t necessarily know how
or why the individual driver will use the car on a day-to-day basis.
Business analysts, on the other hand, are more computer-savvy. They are experienced with
using tools such as Excel to perform advanced analysis. For example, these users typically
would be familiar with how to change reports by resorting, adding new calculated columns, or
filtering records to discover trends and relationships in the data. Users in this category also use
sophisticated functionality like OLAP tools to manipulate and analyze information.
The final level of business end users is the power user. The power user is a very technical end
user similar in knowledge and capability to the IT developer. However, the power user is
business-oriented and an in-depth command of technology is just one of their skills. These
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users are capable of building their own reports in an ad hoc fashion. They understand database
technology and are fully capable of using software tools to develop and analyze their own
information. In the driver analogy, these people are the ones who like working on their own
cars. They have attempted heavy-duty jobs such as changing brakes, transmissions, or even an
engine on their own. In a typical organization, each business unit has one or two people who fit
this profile. Often, the other information consumers in the department will go to the power user
before resorting to IT.

The pyramid above represents the percentage breakdown of the different user communities in most
organizations.

We can take the driver analogy one step further. We have discussed the skill level of the user
but not their desires as a business user. Most business users typically do not wish to seek out
and analyze information, just as most drivers typically don’t want to work on their cars. If you
ask the people who are capable of working on their own car how often they bring the car to the
service station, you would find that at least half or more bring their cars in for service as
needed. This directly correlates to analysts and power users in most organizations. Even though
perfectly capable of producing and analyzing their own information, they often will still go to IT
to get new reports and new information. This is related to productivity and to their job
definition. They don’t necessarily think that spending two hours analyzing data is a good use of
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their time because it is not part of the day-to-day business processes they are involved with.
Even when given the tools to create their own reports, they still prefer information access to be
an easy and noninvasive process.
This last revelation leads us to the following conclusion: nearly 90 percent or more of the
business users in most organizations do not want to spend their time with BI tools to create,
change, or manipulate information. Almost everyone wants getting information to be as easy as
starting and driving their cars – not fixing them.
Keith Gile of the Giga Group stated that today’s feature-packed BI tools have not reached
deployments wider that 5 percent in most organizations, supporting the conclusion that most of
these tools are appropriate only for advanced users. Providing information via BI tools like OLAP
will mean that information is accessible only to advanced users – a small percentage of the
audience. Alternatively, companies should concentrate on building an information access and
distribution infrastructure, using a bottom-up approach that satisfies the information requirements of the nontechnical business user first. Information that is easily accessed by nontechnical
users is just as pertinent to advanced users. So by handling the needs of the nontechnical user
first, you are handling some of the needs of advanced users. When required, more advanced
tools can be provided to supplement your current infrastructure. This methodology for
deployment ensures the largest percentage of informed users in your enterprise.

Rule #2: Use the Clicks Paradigm
Rule #1 leads very logically to rule #2. The clicks paradigm is a simple way to understand and
set the amount of effort required for a user to get information. There are five click levels for
obtaining information, starting with zero. The higher the number of clicks to the final result, the
greater the effort. A company should spend the better part of their BI implementations ensuring
that the vast majority of their users can receive information in two clicks or fewer.
Zero-click information finds you. No effort is required of the user to receive zero-click information
because it is automatically sent to the user electronically, via e-mail to their desktop or to a
wireless device. The information finds the user because it is scheduled for delivery by an
administrator, because the user subscribed to the information while online, or because an event
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triggered an alert – which occurred due to a previously set condition (e.g., “Notify me if the
margin on any sale is less than 6 percent”). In a strong and well-defined measurement culture
much of the information can be distributed this way.

This diagram shows information received via e-mail, requiring no effort on the user’s part.

A one-click report is one where a user must log onto a system, find the particular report they
wish to run, and select it to view its content. This online report can be one that was run
previously or it can be a point-in-time snapshot, i.e., run at the point of request and reflecting
current data. The effort for the user here is similar to the effort of using a Web browser. You
would launch the browser, search the corporate intranet, and click to run the report as you
would click on a hyperlink to view a Web page or document.
While the two methods described can be used for standard commonly run reports, they do not
give users a lot of flexibility with regard to content. A two-click report, on the other hand, is one
in which options are provided to the user for running the report. The options could range from
filtering the data retrieved (“Show only data for the last week” or “Show data for Eastern
region”), to changing the sort groups and measures on the report, to even changing how the
report is delivered, e.g., as an HTML Web page or as an Excel document. This flexibility is
controlled by the developer of the report and can be made as simple and as robust as needed.
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Two-click reporting can satisfy most ambitions a user has for finding information. It is often
referred to as “structured ad hoc reporting,” since the user has the ability to change the
parameters for the report before it is run. An important benefit of a two-click report is that with
an appropriate amount of flexibility, most users can easily find the information they require
without having to ask for IT assistance. Thus, IT’s time is freed up for other projects.

Two-click report: This screen shows a structured ad hoc report in which the user has options for customizing
the information.

In three-click reporting, the concept of an end-user tool is introduced to that small portion of
the audience who frequently have abstract information requests. Since these requests often will
not be satisfied by two-click reports, a tool is required that will provide the user with the ability
to change anything about the current view of the data – such as moving or calculating new
columns, filtering and resorting on the fly, and pivoting dimensions to split and distribute the
data across the screen rather than sorting it down. Tools that provide this kind of functionality
are referred to as OLAP or ad hoc query tools. These tools provide hundreds of features for
changing or enhancing the current view of the information. As simple as they might seem, the
complex nature of these features limits their use to advanced users only.
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This screen shows a three-click report – an OLAP report that gives the user hundreds of options to pivot, filter,
resort, and recalculate items.

Finally, an advanced power user can create four-click and greater information from scratch. Four-plusclick information starts with an empty page that gives the user access to a view of the database
and the ability to request or build anything they want. This often requires an in-depth knowledge
of the data structure and how tables of data need to be joined to produce the correct results.

Four-click and greater report: This ad hoc reporting tool allows an advanced user to create their own report.
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As we discussed, an understanding of the clicks paradigm, and of the levels of your user
community, is critical when it comes to designing an information deployment methodology for
your organization. It makes far more sense to concentrate on building a comprehensive zero-,
one-, and two-click infrastructure before deploying three- and four-click tools. That way,
everyone reaches some level of satisfaction with the simplest access.
Assume the large circle below represents the entire community of information workers and the
small circle in its center represents the advanced users. By working from the outside in, you will
satisfy the broad needs of the entire circle first before focusing on the needs of the smaller
circle. This is imperative for success in BI implementations.

Returning to the driver analogy, if you provide all users with a complete set of mechanic’s tools,
could they all change a transmission in their own car? Unlikely. The majority would not even
know what most of the tools are or how to find the tools they need. A side benefit of taking the
lowest common denominator approach to BI implementation is that zero-, one-, and two-click
information can often be deployed at little or no cost, while advanced tools come at an
expensive per-seat price.
Let’s now take what we’ve learned about the user pyramid and the clicks paradigm and apply
that to the BIIC – the business intelligence improvement cycle.
Every business user in the organization should rate the quality of their work by the measures
produced and distributed in the measurement stage of the BIIC. During this stage, measures are
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distributed as reports to different types of users according to the zero-, one-, and two-click
methodology.
As previously discussed, during the analysis stage of the BIIC, analysts who fall into the
advanced-user category use specialized three-click and four-click and greater tools that allow
them to look at abstractions of standard measures to see if they can uncover trends and
relationships in the data. Potentially, any identified trends or relationships uncovered can reveal
“why” things are occurring in your business. Although everyone participates in the
measurement stage, typically only advanced users will participate in the analyze stage as well
as the subsequent plan stage of the BIIC. Once advanced users provide analysis and plans to
the decision-makers in the company, the final improve stage is where educated decisions and
shifts in strategy as well as plans for new measurements will be formulated so an enhancedmeasurement stage will result.
Visually the process looks like this:

In this diagram, the size of the circle
indicates the size of the audience
involved in that stage of the BIIC.
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Rule #3: Establish Advanced Users as Information Producers
and Consumers
Earlier we established that the IT developers were the information producers, while the
business unit end users were the information consumers. To have a successful BIIC, however,
developers cannot be the sole information producers. There are two reasons for this.
First, IT developers are a very small minority within the organization and as more people
become included in the measurement process, they can quickly become inundated with
requests for new information. Second, since IT developers are not primarily business people,
they cannot foresee all the kinds of information that will be needed by business users.
For these reasons, advanced users need to play a dual role in the BIIC as the cycle gets moving
and a groundswell of requests for information begins to build. Already information consumers,
advanced users must also use their BI tools
to produce information that is contributed
and shared with other nontechnical users
within the cycle. Introducing this new class of
information producers with business acumen
balances the load of information production
between advanced users and IT developers.
Now we have a cycle that is developed and
supported by a well-balanced community of
information producers and consumers.

The above diagram shows the dual role of the advanced users (power users and analysts).

Rule #4: Establish a Culture of Measurement
If you believe the old adage, “What gets measured is what gets managed,” then you need to
establish measurement as a culture within your company. The easiest way to do this is to
constantly communicate your business strategy to all information workers through such tactics
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as posting it on the corporate intranet or announcing it at company-wide meetings. Moreover,
you should explain how your strategy will be “measured.” By going public, you give individuals
the motivation and ability to personally affect a measure that helps the company reach its goals.
For example, if a company’s strategy is to be known to customers as having the best service,
how this “great service” will be measured should be communicated to everyone in the company.
A customer service representative (CSR) needs to understand that “waiting on hold” is one of
the things customers like the least. And the “average wait time” for a customer call will be
clearly communicated and displayed to all CSRs. It will be up to them to quickly pick up the next
call as their previous call finishes. Customers also dislike callbacks or multiple phone calls to
resolve a problem. Therefore the “percentage of first-call resolutions” also will be measured for
all CSRs, as a group and individually. Periodically taking a customer satisfaction survey and
communicating results to all employees will be important as well.
Making employees accountable for achieving measures is also important. Holding back
achievement bonuses for poor performance or rewarding bonuses for exemplary performance
help establish a culture of measurement. If you think about it, every employee in an
organization affects corporate strategic measures – from the staff worker to the executive.
In many cases, an organization will have multi-layered strategies, since they may need to satisfy
multiple audiences. For example, a company’s strategy is to be viewed as the best in customer
service; however, to a shareholder it is to show increased productivity through increased
revenues and profits while reducing unnecessary costs. For a government agency the equivalent
of a shareholder would be a taxpayer, so demonstrating efficiency and effectiveness with taxpayer
money is important. Additionally, the taxpayer is also a citizen who, like a customer, might be
served by the government agency. Therefore, quick and courteous service is also expected.
So to establish a culture of measurement within an organization requires a continuous four-step
process:
1. Communicate corporate strategy to each information worker
2. Break down the strategy into clear measures of progress toward strategic goals
3. Continuously communicate and distribute group and individual measures to information
workers
4. Reward and recognize employees for favorable or outstanding effects on a measure
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Rule #5: Make BI a Strategic Enterprise Decision
In order to make a sound purchase of BI tools, organizations must make BI a strategic
enterprise decision. The entire organization, rather than tactical reasons or an individual unit’s
request must be considered. We have discussed that, in order to affect change, every person
from staff member to executive must be a part of the business decision-making for the
organization. The same holds true for a BI purchase. That way, an organization can be assured
that the right questions are being asked and answered through the BI software.
Additionally, it is important to consider purchasing as few tools as possible to get the answers
you need. This will ensure consistency, lower cost, and a shorter learning curve. When
purchasing a BI tool, the organization should only consider solutions that are:
■

Scalable to very large numbers of users at the lowest TCO

■

Easy-to-use tools for all types of information users such as customers, suppliers, partners,
managers, employees, analysts, and executives

■

Complete with functionality to support a full range of applications

■

Able to leverage all existing applications, databases, and infrastructure
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Conclusion: How It Works
The BIIC described here should have different levels of emphasis, measurement being most
important. Measurement serves as the foundation for the entire cycle, and without it the other
stages will never materialize. To ensure success in the measurement stage, all users need to
participate in the measurement system. This is accomplished by communicating the company’s
strategy to all employees and breaking down that strategy into measures that can be easily
monitored and distributed to all users in the pyramid.
To reach all employees, a simple method of access and distribution must be set up – one that
requires the least possible effort on an employee’s part to view the measures. This is known as
zero-, one-, and two-click reporting, a method of distribution that will handle the information
consumption needs of nearly 95 percent of your users. The advanced users who need more
information can use three- and four-click and greater OLAP and ad hoc tools to produce
additional information. In order to satisfy continually growing information requirements,
advanced users should be set up as producers of information, with their work contributed back
into the system to be viewed and used by other business users.
This paper serves as a synopsis of Information Builders’ philosophy of business intelligence.
When used as a model, it can help you establish a powerful cycle of continued improvement
within your organization.
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Munich 49-89-35489-0

■

Boston,* MA (781) 224-7660

Stuttgart 49-711-7287288-0

■

Charlotte,* NC Consulting: (704) 494-2680

■

Chicago,* IL (630) 971-6700

■

Cincinnati,* OH (513) 891-2338

■

Cleveland,* OH (216) 520-1333

■

Dallas,* TX (972) 490-1300

■

Denver,* CO (303) 770-4440

■

Torino 39-011-5513-211

Tokyo 81-3-3437-0651

(Netherlands) B.V.

Lisbon 351-217-230-720
■

Barcelona 34-3-344-32-70

Federal Systems,* DC (703) 276-9006

Bilbao 34-4-425-72-24

Hartford, CT (860) 249-7229

Madrid 34-1-710-22-75

■

Houston,* TX (713) 952-4800

Sevilla 34-5-448-83-63
■

Minneapolis,* MN (651) 602-9100

■

New Jersey* (973) 593-0022

Switzerland Information Builders

■

63-2-633-1321

■

Poland Compfort/Meridian Polska SP

■

Singapore Legato Solutions and Services

■

South Africa International Computers S.A.

Warsaw 4822-630-2660

65-684-63150

Australia

■

San Jose,* CA (408) 453-7600

Information Builders Pty. Ltd.

■

Seattle,* WA (206) 624-9055

■

Melbourne 61-3-9631-7900

■

Washington,* DC Sales: (703) 276-9006

■

Sydney 61-2-8223-0600

(Pty.) Ltd.
Johannesburg 27-11-2335911

Consulting: (703) 247-5565

Information Builders (Canada) Inc.

Beacon Frontline Solutions, Inc.
918-995-6746

Warrington 44-1925-820111

■

Philippines

(UK) Ltd.
London 44-208-9824700

Canada

■

United Kingdom Information Builders

Philadelphia,* PA (610) 940-0790

St. Louis,* MO (636) 519-1411

Norway iSolutions AS

Wallisellen 41-1-8394949

Orlando,* FL (407) 804-8000

Pittsburgh, PA (412) 494-9699

■

Seoul 82-2-3477-4456

Corporate Information solution

■

■

Malaysia Optegra Sdn Bhd

Stavanger 47-51-44-47-44

■

■

■

Switzerland AG

Consulting: (212) 736-4433, ext. 4443
■

Korea Unitech Infocom Co. Ltd.

Selangor 60-3-80240188

■

Metropolitan,* NY Sales: (212) 736-7928

■

Spain Information Builders Iberica S.A.

Detroit,* MI (248) 743-3030

Los Angeles,* CA (310) 615-0735

Tokyo 81-3-5652-3180/81

Portugal Information Builders Portugal

■

■

Simplex Solutions

Amsterdam 31-20-4563333
■

■

Sweden Cybernetics Business Solutions AB

■

Taiwan Galaxy Software Services

■

Turkey Istanbul

Solna 46-7539900

Representatives
■

Japan K.K. Ashisuto
Osaka 81-6-6373-7113

Netherlands Information Builders

■

■

■

Austria FOCUS Informationstechnologie GmbH
Taipei 886-22-3897722

Calgary (403) 538-5415

■

Montreal* (514) 630-1134

■

Ottawa (613) 233-0865

■

Toronto* (416) 364-2760

Vienna 43-12-1136-3870
■

Brazil InfoBuild Brazil
Erdemsoft 90-212-257-5555
São Paulo 55-11-3017-5178
Key Soft Ltd. 90-216-428-5933

■

Vancouver* (604) 688-2499

■

Victoria (250) 995-8674

■

China InfoBuild China, Inc.
■

Venezuela InfoServices Consulting

Shanghai 86-21-5080-5431
Caracas 58-212-763-1653

■

Colombia Coransa

■

Finland InfoBuild Oy

Bogota 571-635-0273

Europe
■

Belgium Information Builders Belgium
Brussels 32-2-7430240

■

■

■

■

Sales and Information

■

VAR and Reseller Information

(800) 969-INFO

Guatemala IDS de Centroamerica
Guatemala City 502-361-0506

France Information Builders France S.A.
Paris 33-14-507-6600

Toll-Free Numbers

Helsinki 358-9-7250-2250

Gulf States
■

■

Bahrain

■

Kuwait

■

Qatar

■

United Arab Emirates

Saudi Arabia

■

■

Oman

Yemen

(800) 969-4636
*Training facilities are located at these branches;
additional locations are available.

Al-Gosaibi Information Systems
973-274-090
■

Israel NESS A.T. Ltd.
Tel Aviv 972-3-5483638

Corporate Headquarters
Two Penn Plaza, New York, NY 10121-2898 (212) 736-4433 Fax (212) 967-6406
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